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ABSTRACT

The received wisdom suggests that Unix’s unusual combination of fork() and exec() for process creation was an inspired design. In this paper, we argue that fork was a clever hack for machines and programs of the 1970s that has long outlived its usefulness and is now a liability. We catalog the ways in which fork is a terrible abstraction for the modern programmer to use, describe how it compromises OS implementations, and propose alternatives.

As the designers and implementers of operating systems, we should acknowledge that fork’s continued existence as a first-class OS primitive holds back systems research, and deprecate it. As educators, we should teach fork as a historical artifact, and not the first process creation mechanism students encounter.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When the designers of Unix needed a mechanism to create processes, they added a peculiar new system call: fork(). As every undergraduate now learns, fork creates a new process identical to its parent (the caller of fork), with the exception of the system call’s return value. The Unix idiom of fork() followed by exec() to execute a different program in the child is now well understood, but still stands in stark contrast to process creation in systems developed independently of Unix [e.g., 1, 30, 33, 54].
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50 years later, fork remains the default process creation API on POSIX: Atlidakis et al. [8] found 1304 Ubuntu packages (7.2% of the total) calling fork, compared to only 41 uses of the more modern posix_spawn(). Fork is used by almost every Unix shell, major web and database servers (e.g., Apache, PostgreSQL, and Oracle), Google Chrome, the Redis key-value store, and even Node.js. The received wisdom appears to hold that fork is a good design. Every OS textbook we reviewed [4, 7, 9, 35, 75, 78] covered fork in uncritical or positive terms, often noting its “simplicity” compared to alternatives. Students today are taught that “the fork system call is one of Unix’s great ideas” [46] and “there are lots of ways to design APIs for process creation; however, the combination of fork() and exec() are simple and immensely powerful… the Unix designers simply got it right” [7].

Our goal is to set the record straight. Fork is an anachronism: a relic from another era that is out of place in modern systems where it has a pernicious and detrimental impact. As a community, our familiarity with fork can blind us to its faults (§4). Generally acknowledged problems with fork include that it is not thread-safe, it is inefficient and unscalable, and it introduces security concerns. Beyond these limitations, fork has lost its classic simplicity; it today impacts all the other operating system abstractions with which it was once orthogonal. Moreover, a fundamental challenge with fork is that, since it conflates the process and the address space in which it runs, fork is hostile to user-mode implementation of OS functionality, breaking everything from buffer IO to kernel-bypass networking. Perhaps most problematically, fork doesn’t compose—every layer of a system from the kernel to the smallest user-mode library must support it.

We illustrate the havoc fork wreaks on OS implementations using our experiences with prior research systems (§5). Fork limits the ability of OS researchers and developers to innovate because any new abstraction must be special-cased for it. Systems that support fork and exec efficiently are forced to duplicate per-process state lazily. This encourages the centralisation of state, a major problem for systems not structured using monolithic kernels. On the other hand, research systems that avoid implementing fork are unable to run the enormous body of software that uses it.

We end with a discussion of alternatives (§6) and a call to action (§7): fork should be removed as a first-class primitive of our systems, and replaced with good-enough emulation for legacy applications. It is not enough to add new primitives to the OS—fork must be removed from the kernel.
2 HISTORY: FORK BEGAN AS A HACK

Although the term originates with Conway, the first implementation of a fork operation is widely credited to the Project Genie time-sharing system [61]. Ritchie and Thompson [70] themselves claimed that Unix fork was present "essentially as we implemented it" in Genie. However, the Genie monitor’s fork call was more flexible than that of Unix: it permitted the parent process to specify the address space and machine context for the new child process [49, 71]. By default, the child shared the address space of its parent (somewhat like a modern thread); optionally, the child could be given an entirely different address space of memory blocks to which the user had access; presumably, in order to run a different program. Crucially, however, there was no facility to copy the address space, as was done unconditionally by Unix.

Ritchie [69] later noted that "it seems reasonable to suppose that it exists in Unix mainly because of the ease with which fork could be implemented without changing much else." He goes on to describe how the first fork was implemented in 27 lines of PDP-7 assembly, and consisted of copying the current process out to swap and keeping the child resident in memory.1 Ritchie also noted that a combined Unix fork-exec "would have been considerably more complicated, if only because exec as such did not exist; its function was already performed, using explicit IO, by the shell."

The TENEX operating system [18] yields a notable counter-example to the Unix approach. It was also influenced by Project Genie, but evolved independently of Unix. Its designers also implemented a fork call for process creation, however, more similarly to Genie, the TENEX fork either shared the address space between parent and child, or else created the child with an empty address space [19]. There was no Unix-style copying of the address space, likely because virtual memory hardware was available.2

Unix fork was not a necessary "inevitability" [61]. It was an expedient PDP-7 implementation shortcut that, for 50 years, has pervaded modern OSes and applications.

3 ADVANTAGES OF THE FORK API

When Unix was rewritten for the PDP-11 (with memory translation hardware permitting multiple processes to remain resident), copying the process’s entire memory only to immediately discard it in exec was already, arguably, inefficient. We suspect that copying fork survived the early years of Unix mainly because programs and memory were small (eight 8 KiB pages on the PDP-11), memory access was fast relative to instruction execution, and it provided a compelling abstraction. There are two main aspects to this:

Fork was simple. As well as being easy to implement, fork simplified the Unix API. Most obviously, fork needs no arguments, because it provides a simple default for all the state of a new process: inherit it from the parent. In stark contrast, the Windows CreateProcess() API takes explicit parameters specifying every aspect of the child’s kernel state—10 parameters and many optional flags.

More significantly, creating a process with fork is orthogonal to starting a new program, and the space between fork and exec serves a useful purpose. Since fork duplicates the parent, the same system calls that permit a process to modify its kernel state can be reused in the child prior to exec: the shell opens, closes, and remaps file descriptors prior to command execution, and programs can reduce permissions or alter the namespace of a child to run it in restricted context.

Fork eased concurrency. In the days before threads or asynchronous IO, fork without exec provided an effective form of concurrency. In the days before shared libraries, it enabled a simple form of code reuse. A program could initialise, parse its configuration files, and then fork multiple copies of itself that ran either different functions from the same binary or processed different inputs. This design lives on in pre-forking servers; we return to it in §6.

4 FORK IN THE MODERN ERA

At first glance, fork still seems simple. We argue that this is a deceptive myth, and that fork’s effects cause modern applications more harm than good.

Fork is no longer simple. Fork’s semantics have infected the design of each new API that creates process state. The POSIX specification now lists 25 special cases in how the parent’s state is copied to the child [63]: file locks, timers, asynchronous IO operations, tracing, etc. In addition, numerous system call flags control fork’s behaviour with respect to memory mappings (Linux madvise() flags MADV_DONTFORK/DOFORK/WIPEONFORK, etc.), file descriptors (O_CLOEXEC, FD_CLOEXEC) and threads (pthread_atfork()). Any non-trivial OS facility must document its behaviour across a fork, and user-mode libraries must be prepared for their state to be forked at any time. The simplicity and orthogonality of fork is now a myth.

Fork doesn’t compose. Because fork duplicates an entire address space, it is a poor fit for OS abstractions implemented in user-mode. Buffered IO is a classic example: a user must explicitly flush IO prior to fork, lest output be duplicated [73].

Fork isn’t thread-safe. Unix processes today support threads, but a child created by fork has only a single thread (a copy of the calling thread). Unless the parent serialises fork with respect to its other threads, the child address space may

---

1Sharing memory between parent and child (as in Genie) was impractical, because the PDP-7 lacked virtual memory hardware; instead, Unix implemented multiprocessing by swapping full processes to disk.

2TENEX also supported copy-on-write memory, but this does not appear to have been used by fork [20].
Fork is now such a performance liability that C libraries carefully avoid its use in `posix_spawn()` [34, 38], and Solaris implements spawn as a native system call [32]. However, as long as applications continue to call fork directly, they pay a high price. Figure 1 plots the time to fork and exec from a process of varying size under Ubuntu 16.04.3 on an Intel i7-6850K CPU at 3.6 GHz. The dirty line shows the cost of forking a process with dirty pages, which must be downgraded to read-only for copy-on-write mappings. In the fragmented case, the parent dirties only its stack, but simulates memory layout in a complex application using shared libraries, address space randomisation, and just-in-time compilation, by allocating alternating read-only and read-write pages. By contrast, `posix_spawn()` takes the same time (around 0.5 ms) regardless of the parent’s size or memory layout.

**Fork doesn’t scale.** In Linux, the memory management operations needed to setup fork’s copy-on-write mappings are known to hurt scalability [22, 82], but the true problem lies deeper: as Clements et al. [29] observed, the mere specification of the fork API introduces a bottleneck, because (unlike spawn) it fails to commute with other operations on the process. Other factors further impede a scalable implementation of fork. Intuitively, the way to make a system scale is to avoid needless sharing. A forked process starts sharing everything with its parent. Since fork duplicates every aspect of a process’s OS state, it encourages centralisation of that state in a monolithic kernel where it is cheap to copy and/or reference count. This then makes it hard to implement, e.g., kernel compartmentalisation for security or reliability.

**Fork encourages memory overcommit.** The implementer of fork faces a difficult choice when accounting for memory used by copy-on-write page mappings. Each such page represents a potential allocation—if any copy of the page is modified, a new page of physical memory will be needed to resolve the page fault. A conservative implementation therefore fails the fork call unless there is sufficient backing store to satisfy all potential copy-on-write faults [55]. However, when a large process performs fork and exec, many copy-on-write page mappings are created but never modified, particularly if the exec’ed child is small, and having fork fail because the worst-case allocation (double the virtual size of the process) could not be satisfied is undesirable.

An alternative approach, and the default on Linux, is to overcommit virtual memory: operations that establish virtual address mappings, which includes fork’s copy-on-write clone of an address space, succeed immediately regardless of whether sufficient backing store exists. A subsequent page fault (e.g., a write to a forked page) can fail to allocate required memory, invoking the heuristic-based “out-of-memory killer” to terminate processes and free up memory.

To be clear, Unix does not require overcommit, but we argue that the widespread use of copy-on-write fork (rather
than a spawn-like facility) strongly encourages it. Real applications are unprepared to handle apparently-spurious out-of-memory errors in fork [27, 37, 57]. Redis, which uses fork for persistence, explicitly advises against disabling memory overcommit [67]; otherwise, Redis would have to be restricted to only half the total virtual memory to avoid the risk of being killed in an out-of-memory situation.

Summary. Fork today is a convenient API for a single-threaded process with a small memory footprint and simple memory layout that requires fine-grained control over the execution environment of its children but does not need to be strongly isolated from them. In other words, a shell. It’s no surprise that the Unix shell was the first program to fork [69], nor that defenders of fork point to shells as the prime example of its elegance [4, 7]. However, most modern programs are not shells. Is it still a good idea to optimise the OS API for the shell’s convenience?

5 IMPLEMENTING FORK

While it is hard to quantify the cost of implementing fork on existing systems, there is clear evidence that supporting fork limits changes in OS architecture, and restricts the ability of OSes to adapt with hardware evolution.

Fork is incompatible with a single address space. Many modern contexts restrict execution to a single address space, including picoprocesses [42], unikernels [53], and enclaves [14]. Despite the fact that a much larger community of OS researchers work with and on Unix systems, researchers working with systems not based on fork have had a much easier time adapting them to these environments.

For example, the Drawbridge libOS [65] implements a binary-compatible Windows runtime environment within an isolated user-mode address space, known as a picoprocess. Drawbridge supports multiple “virtual processes” within the same shared address space; CreateProcess() is implemented by loading the new binary and libraries in a different portion of the address space, and then creating a separate thread to begin execution of the child, while ensuring cross-process system calls function as expected. Needless to say, there is no security isolation between these processes—the meaningful security boundary is the host picoprocess. However, this model has been used, for example, to support a full multi-process Windows environment inside an SGX enclave [14], enabling complex applications that involve multiple processes and programs to be deployed in an enclave.

In contrast, fork is unimplementable within a single address space [23] without complex compiler and linker modifications [81]. As a result, Unikernels derived from Unix systems do not support internal multi-process environments [44, 45] and running multi-process Linux applications in an enclave is much more complicated. SCONE and SGX-LKL support only single-process applications [6, 50]. Graphene-SGX [79] implements fork by creating a new enclave in a new host process, then copying the parent’s memory over an encrypted RPC stream; this can take seconds.

Fork is incompatible with heterogeneous hardware. Fork conflates the abstraction of a process with the hardware address space that contains it. In effect, fork restricts the definition of a process to a single address space and (as we saw earlier) a single thread running on some core.

Modern hardware, and the programs that run on it, just don’t look like this. Hardware is increasingly heterogeneous, and a process using, say, DPDK with a kernel-bypass NIC [12], or OpenCL with a GPU, cannot safely fork since the OS cannot duplicate the process state on the NIC/GPU. This appears to have been a continuing source of bafflement among GPU programmers for a decade at least [58–60, 74]. As future systems-on-chip incorporate more and more stateful accelerators, this is only going to get worse.

Fork infects an entire system. The mere choice to support fork places significant constraints on the system’s design and runtime environment. An efficient fork at any layer requires a fork-based implementation at all layers below it. For example, Cygwin is a POSIX compatibility environment for Windows; it implements fork in order to run Linux applications. Since the Win32 API lacks fork, Cygwin emulates it on top of CreateProcess() [31, 47]; it creates a new process running the same program as the parent and copies all writable pages (data sections, heap, stack, etc.) before resuming the child. This is neither fast nor reliable and can fail for many reasons, most often when memory addresses in parent and child differ due to address-space layout randomisation. Ironically, the NT kernel natively supports fork; only the Win32 API on which Cygwin depends does not (user-mode libraries and system services are not fork-aware, so a forked Win32 process crashes). As an abstraction, fork fails to compose: unless every layer supports fork, it cannot be used.

Fork in a research OS: the K42 experience

Many research operating systems have faced the dilemma of whether (and if so, how) to implement fork, with the authors having direct experience of six [13, 36, 41, 48, 51, 80]. This choice has significant implications. Implementing fork opens the door to a large class of Unix-derived applications, first among them shells and build tools that ease the construction of a complete system. However, it also ties the researchers’ hands: we conjecture that a system that implements fork, particularly one that attempts to do so efficiently, or early in its life, inexorably converges to a Unix-like design.

K42 [48] built on our experience with Tornado [36] that demonstrated the value of a multi-processor-friendly object-oriented approach, per-application customisable objects, and microkernel architecture [5] to enable pervasive locality and
concurrency optimisations. Our goal was to construct a fully-
fledged general-purpose OS supporting a wide range of applica-
tions using multiple OS personalities on (potentially) very
large multiprocessors. In the end, K42 was POSIX compli-
ant and Linux ABI compatible, but the quest to make fork
perform for the Linux personality caused fork semantics to
subvert the OS design to the detriment of other personalities.

We initially assumed that we would be able to implement
fork much like Cygwin: as a user-level library function that
would create a child copy of the existing process by appro-
priately constructing the necessary new object instances.
This by itself was not necessarily problematic. Rather, it was
the choice to allow any process at any point to be forkable,
and to do so efficiently in the quest of competitive perfor-
man 
cence, that proved our undoing—the attendant complexity
may very well have been key to us abandoning all but our
support for Unix and our native personalities.

In particular, the following problems permeated almost
every aspect of the system:

- **Anti-modularity**: Each object implementation, of any
type that may back a running process, needed to define its be-
haviour when the process forked. This greatly increased the
complexity of implementing specialised components whose
sole purpose might simply be to introduce a locality opti-
misation for a long-lived parallel scientific computation or
server that has no real reason to fork.

- **Inherent need for laziness**: Given that every core re-
source, from memory regions and files to personality-specific
abstractions like file descriptors and signal handlers, all re-
quired fork support, we were driven to implement lazy copy-
on-write-like behaviour to mitigate poor performance. Not
only did this induce complexity within individual objects,
but it required object interactions to maintain the hierarchical
relationships created by fork. This was counter to our aim
of limiting sharing and synchronisation, harming locality.

- **Centralisation**: OS scalability is helped by avoiding cen-
tralised policies and using mechanisms that eschew exact
global knowledge [11]. Decomposing state and functionality
across object instances and servers thus became our core
philosophy. However, despite fork being coordinated in li-
brary code, it required communication with every server and
object a process may be connected to.

- **Poor scalability**: Besides violating our core scalability
principles, fork in a NUMA system must either access mem-
ory at the parent’s location or schedule its children in con-
tended parts of the system; these are inherent issues we spent
much effort addressing.

In hindsight, we made a mistake in not carefully assessing
the real use-cases for fork. Had we special-cased K42’s fork
to single-threaded processes (e.g., shells), we could have
avoided burdening core objects with its complexity.

6 REPLACING FORK

Given all the problems with fork, what should replace it?
Creating a new process leads to a messy API design problem,
as any option must, implicitly or explicitly, specify the initial
state of every OS resource belonging to the new process.
Fork has an easy answer: everything is copied, which as we’ve seen becomes its undoing. In its place, we propose a
combination of a high-level spawn API and a lower-level
microkernel-like API to setup a new process prior to execu-
tion. We then discuss alternatives to fork without exec.

**High-level: Spawn.** In our opinion, most uses of fork and
exec would be best served by a spawn API. The refactoring
required to make this change can be tricky, particularly when
fork and exec are not proximate in code, but as we showed
in §4 there are significant performance and reliability advan-
tages, not to mention portability. Notably, major applications
that fork (e.g., Apache, Chrome, PostgreSQL) have Windows
ports that don’t, so fork is clearly not essential.

The posix_spawn() API can ease such refactoring. Rather
than requiring that all parameters affecting a new pro-
cess be provided at a single call-site (as is the case for
CreateProcess()), spawn attributes are set by extensibly-
defined helper functions. A post-fork close(), for example,
can be replaced by a pre-spawn call that records a “close
action” to occur in the child. Unfortunately, this means that
the API is specified as if it were implemented by fork and
exec, although it is not actually required [32].

The main drawback of posix_spawn() is that it is not a
complete replacement for fork and exec. Some less-common
operations, such as setting terminal attributes or switching
to an isolated namespace, are not yet supported. It also lacks
an effective error-reporting mechanism: failures occurring in
the context of the child before it begins execution (such as in-
valid file descriptor parameters) are reported asynchronously
and are indistinguishable from the child’s termination. These
shortcomings can and should be corrected.

**Alternative: vfork().** This widely-implemented fork
variant was introduced by BSD as an optimisation [15]; it cre-
ates a new process that shares the parent’s address space until
the child calls exec, more like the original Genie fork [71].
To enable the child to use the parent’s stack, it blocks execu-
tion of the parent until exec. This permits a similar style of
programming to fork in which a new process modifies its
kernel state prior to exec. However, because of the shared ad-
dress space, vfork() is difficult to use safely [34]. Although
vfork() avoids the cost of cloning the address space, and
may help to replace fork where refactoring to use spawn is
impractical, in most cases it is better avoided.

**Low-level: Cross-process operations.** While a spawn-
like API is preferred for most instances of starting a new
program, for full generality it requires a flag, parameter, or
helper function controlling every possible aspect of process state. It is infeasible for a single OS API to give complete control over the initial state of a new process. In Unix today, the only fallback for advanced use-cases remains code executed after fork, but clean-slate designs [e.g., 40, 43] have demonstrated an alternative model where system calls that modify per-process state are not constrained to merely the current process, but rather can manipulate any process to which the caller has access. This yields the flexibility and orthogonality of the fork/exec model, without most of its drawbacks: a new process starts as an empty address space, and an advanced user may manipulate it in a piecemeal fashion, populating its address-space and kernel context prior to execution, without needing to clone the parent nor run code in the context of the child. ExOS [43] implemented fork in user-mode atop such a primitive. Retrofitting cross-process APIs into Unix seems at first glance challenging, but may also be productive for future research.

Alternative: clone(). This syscall underlies all process and thread creation on Linux. Like Plan 9’s rfork() which preceded it, it takes separate flags controlling the child’s kernel state: address space, file descriptor table, namespaces, etc. This avoids one problem of fork: that its behaviour is implicit or undefined for many abstractions. However, for each resource there are two options: either share the resource between parent and child, or else copy it. As a result, clone suffers most of the same problems as fork (§4–5).

Fork-only use-cases. There exist special cases where fork is not followed by exec, that rely on duplicating the parent.

Multi-process servers. Traditionally the standard way to build a concurrent server was to fork off processes. However, the reasons that motivated multi-process servers are long gone: OS libraries are thread-safe, and the scalability bottlenecks that plagued early threaded or event-driven servers are fixed [10]. While process boundaries may have value from a fault isolation perspective, we believe that it makes more sense to use a spawn API to start those processes. The performance advantage of the shared initial state created by fork is less relevant when most concurrency is handled by threads, and modern operating systems deduplicate memory. Finally, with fork, all processes share the same address-space layout and are vulnerable to Blind ROP attacks [17].

Copy-on-write memory. Modern implementations of fork use copy-on-write to reduce the overhead of copying memory that is often soon discarded [72]. A number of applications have since taken a dependency on fork merely to gain access to copy-on-write memory. One common pattern involves forking from a pre-initialised process, to reduce startup overhead and memory footprint of a worker process, as in the Android Zygote [39, 62] and Chrome site isolation on Linux [4]. Another pattern uses fork to capture a consistent snapshot of a running process’s address space, allowing the parent to continue execution; this includes persistence support in Redis [68], and some reverse debuggers [21].

POSIX would benefit from an API for using copy-on-write memory independently of forking a new process. Bittau [16] proposed checkpoint() and resume() calls to take copy-on-write snapshots of an address space, thus reducing the overhead of security isolation. More recently, Xu et al. [82] observed that fork time dominates the performance of fuzzing tools, and proposed a similar snapshot() API. These designs are not yet general enough to cover all the use-cases outlined above, but perhaps can serve as a starting point. We note that any new copy-on-write memory API must tackle the issue of memory overcommit described in §4, but decoupling this problem from fork should make it much simpler.

7 GET THE FORK OUT OF MY OS!

We’ve described how fork is a relic of the past that harms applications and OS design. There are three things we must do to rectify the situation.

Deprecate fork. Thanks to the success of Unix, future systems will be stuck supporting fork for a long time; nevertheless, an implementation hack of 50 years ago should not be permitted to dictate the design of future OSes. We should therefore strongly discourage the use of fork in new code, and seek to remove it from existing apps. Once fork is gone from performance-critical paths, it can be removed from the core of the OS and reimplemented on top as needed. If future systems supported fork only in limited cases, such as a single-threaded process [2], it would remain possible to run legacy software without needless implementation complexity.

Improve the alternatives. For too long, fork has been the generic process creation mechanism on Unix-like systems, with other abstractions layered on top. Thankfully, this has begun to change [32, 38], but there is more to do (§6).

Fix our teaching. Clearly, students need to learn about fork, however at present most text books (and we presume instructors) introduce process creation with fork [7, 35, 78]. This not only perpetuates fork’s use, it is counterproductive—the API is far from intuitive. Just as a programming course would not today begin with goto, we suggest teaching either posix_spawn() or CreateProcess(), and then introducing fork as a special case with its historic context (§2).
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